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Abstract. Personalisation, adaptation and recommendation are central features 
of TEL environments. In this context, information retrieval techniques are ap-
plied as part of TEL recommender systems to filter and recommend learning re-
sources or peer learners according to user preferences and requirements. How-
ever, the suitability and scope of possible recommendations is fundamentally 
dependent on the quality and quantity of available data, for instance, metadata 
about TEL resources as well as users. On the other hand, throughout the last 
years, the Linked Data (LD) movement has succeeded to provide a vast body of 
well-interlinked and publicly accessible Web data. This in particular includes 
Linked Data of explicit or implicit educational nature. The potential of LD to 
facilitate TEL recommender systems research and practice is discussed in this 
paper. In particular, an overview of most relevant LD sources and techniques is 
provided, together with a discussion of their potential for the TEL domain in 
general and TEL recommender systems in particular. Results from highly re-
lated European projects are presented and discussed together with an analysis of 
prevailing challenges and preliminary solutions.  
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.....omissis....  

1 Bridging the gap between Linked Data and the Social Web 

In this section we focus on some current efforts that are relevant to the integration of 
linked data and the social web, with the goal of providing more sophisticated recom-
mender systems. In the previous section some schemas meant to capture social data 
and paradata have been discussed. Here we turn to ontologies and vocabularies writ-
ten in RDF/OWL that can be instrumental to exposing social data and paradata to the 
Linked Data Cloud and survey some first applications that demonstrate their potential. 

1.1 SIOC and its applications 

A fundamental component towards the goal of exposing social data and paradata as 
LD  is provided by the SIOC (Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities) initia-
tive1 . SIOC [32] is an ontology to describe user-generated content on forums, we-
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blogs, and web2.0 sites, and link on-line communities. The goal of SIOC is to har-
ness, across on-line communities, discussions on interrelated topics relevant ot a post,  
either from similar members profiles of from common-topic discussion forums. By 
narrowing the scope of a search to a set of interlinked community sites a first advan-
tage is that  the problem of low precision of a query issued in the web can be addres-
sed. Also, concepts such as Site, Forum, Post, Event, Group and UserAccount are 
described in the SIOC ontology with a focus on the relationships, sub-classes and 
properties of these concepts relevant to the arena of online discussion methods, in 
such a way to enable use cases not previously possible with  other ontologies descri-
bing similar concepts. The SIOC community provides  mappings and interfaces to 
commonly-used ontologies such as Dublin Core,  FOAF and RSS 1.0. and several 
tools to import and export data from SIOC. 

In particular, SIOC is often used in conjunction with FOAF2 (Friend of a Friend) 
vocabulary for describing users and their connections to interests and other users pro-
files. In such a way, the contribution of Social Web sites to the linked data cloud is 
explicated from two synergistic points of view: via the direct links from person to 
person and by  the links arising from the notion of  "object centred sociality" [33], i.e., 
people in a community are indirectly connected because they share objects of a social 
focus (e.g., a topic in a post or a link to the song of a band).  

Currently, SIOC is generating much interest and is widely adopted, resulting in an 
active support for the development of tools, API and applications. For example, in 
[34] user-generated contents are lifted to SIOC by a method that extracts users com-
ments directly from HTML pages, without requiring any a priori knowledge about the 
webpage. This approach circumvents the problem of SIOC data scarcity, which is a 
consequence of the fact that SIOC exporter plugins often are not enabled be the site 
administrators. One remarkable aspect of SIOC is that its high-level description of 
communities can be easily integrated with more specific ontologies to bridge the So-
cial Semantic Web and more application domains. An example is the SWAN/SIOC 
project3that defines a coherent ontology capable of representing both high-level de-
scriptions of communities (thanks to SIOC) and the argumentative discussions (using 
the SWAN ontology) taking place in that communities [35]. The goal of this align-
ment is to make the discourse structure and component relationships accessible to 
computation, so that information can be better navigated, compared and understood, 
across and within domains.  

Another example of leveraging on SIOC extensibility is provided in [36], where  
MediaWiki integration is accomplished by resorting to  SKOS ontology to model 
topic and categories and to other vocabularies that model user tagging and are helpful 
in alleviating issues such as ambiguity between tags.  From a methodological point of 
view, the two examples above are representative of the type of efforts that can be 
pursued to create datasets that integrate social, user-centric, and linked data to genera-
te novel types of  recommendations that can certainly find a space in the TEL scena-
rio.  
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A first example of the joint usage of SIOC and linked data in recommender 
systems is in the music domain [37], where social data encompasses the publishing 
and sharing of  music-related data on the Web, whatever their format is (blog posts, 
wiki pages, community databases, mp3s or playlists). This work demonstrates how 
FOAF, SIOC and linked data can be used to provide a completely open and distribu-
ted social graph, where SPARQL queries can implement a simple collaborative filte-
ring algorithm, and the wide range of interlinked data in multiple domains allow the 
user to get more data rich, justified recommendations. This latter aspect (justified 
recommendations) seems to play an important role in the acceptance and trust of end-
users towards recommender systems, e.g., [38].	  

1.2 The CAM-RDF binding and the Atom Activity Stream RDF 
mapping 

An RDF binding of the contextualized attention metadata (CAM) model discussed in 
the previous section has been recently proposed [39].  Among the advantages pointed 
out in [39] for the CAM-RDF binding with respect to the CAM-XML one, are the 
following ones:  first, it facilitates the integration of CAM into RDF-based learning 
systems; second, the underlying  graph-based representation may support more con-
venient ways of analyzing the observations, i.e., by resorting to graph algorithms. The 
binding has been tested for equivalence to the CAM-XML binding with respect to 
tasks such as creating statistics over the MACE dataset (consisting of learning resour-
ces in the architectural domain), and by developing, over the same learning data set 
and collected CAM data, a "find similar users" application. Another application of 
this binding in the learning domain has been done in the context of an exercise system 
that provides personalized help to learners in the form of hints [40]. Personalization is 
achieved  in terms of the content of hints and of the appropriate hint-giving approach. 
The CAM-RDF binding is available at: 
 http://www.fit.fraunhofer.de/~wolpers/ontologies/cam/cam.owl  

A representation of activity alternative to RDF-CAM, is provided by the Atom Ac-
tivity Streams RDF mapping4. Atom Activity Streams5 extends the Atom specifica-
tion, which is a widely used syndication format to transmit various types of web con-
tent such as weblog posts, news headlines, as well as user activities within social sites. 
This extension provides the ability to express within existing Atom entries and feeds 
much of the activity-specific metadata in a machine-parseable format. Within the 
NoTube project6 an  RDF mapping of the Atom Activity Streams (AAIR) has been 
developed, in conjuction with the W3C Semantic Web Interest group. The specifica-
tion is available at http://xmlns.notu.be/aair/. A typical expression in AAIR would 
have the form  (Actor, Verb, Object, Context ), where typical verbs include "Play" 
(open resource), "MarkAsFavorite", "Save" (download), "Rate", "Share" and so on.  
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AAIR was chosen, mostly due to its intuitiveness and fair coverage of both social 
data and paradata, as the starting reference point of a line of action pursued within the 
mEducator project, concerned with modeling data about activities on social learning 
resources and make them portable across learning platforms and provide resources 
useful for recommendations. To achieve this goal some extensions to AAIR were 
done to track the user activities. In particular, the proposed extensions were devised to 
deal with the need to model Search activities within the mEducator platforms, keeping 
track of the queries executed by the user, the results of the queries, and of the activites 
executed by the users on the results of a given query. This was accomplished by e-
xtending the lists of verbs by ActivityVerb:Search,  by creating a recursive reference 
to Activity and by introducing the notion of session. These extensions are sketched in 
Figure 1. In particular, hasQueryString: is the property that represents the user’s ke-
yword sequence to describe the query search;  isRelatedTo: is a property to bind an 
activity to another one, so that it is possible to model an action performed on an object 
returned by a query, and activitySession: is a property that binds an activity to a speci-
fic user session. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: AAIR extension adopted in mEducator to support recommendations 
 

A proof of concept recommender systems architecture based on this extension has 
been developed and deployed  in one of the  mEductor platforms7, where an Activity 
Monitor collects AAIR data and  sends the activity to an external web service provi-
ding the recommendations.  
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In fig.2 is an example of how data generated by the Activity Monitor can be expres-
sed as Linked Data. The example refers to a user "John Smith" who has an account in 
a mEducator platform, where he performs a search about "Magnetic Resonance Ima-
ging" and saves one of the results of this search. In a subsequent session he comments 
on the saved resource. The example uses the AAIR extension, SIOC and FOAF voca-
bularies and the mEducator vocabulary to describe a learning resource.  
 
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix sioc: <http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#> . 
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> . 
@prefix mdc: <http://www.purl.org/meducator/ns/> . 
@prefix aair: <http://xmlns.notu.be/aair/> . 
@prefix aairext: <http://www.mEducator2.net/aairext/> . 
 
<http://www.mEducator2.net/Activities/Activity15> 
 a aair:Activity ;  
 aair:ActivityActor  [a aair:Actor; owl:sameAs  
      [a sioc:UserAccount;   
  owl:sameAs <http://www.mEducator2.net/Account/JohnSmith>] 
     ] ; 
 aairext:ActivityVerb  <http://www.mEducator2.net/Verb/Search_50> ;  
 aairext:ActivitySession <http://www.mEducator2.net/Session/Session1> . 
 
<http://www.mEducator2.net/Verb/Search_50> 
 a aairext:Search ; 
 aairext:hasQueryString "Magnetic resonance imaging" . 
 
<http://www.mEducator2.net/Session/Session1> 
 a aairext:Session ; 
 aairext:hasPlatform  <http://www.mEducator2.net> ; 
 aairext:hasStartTime  "21/08/2010 12:27"^^xsd:date ; 
 aairext:hasEndTime   "21/08/2010 12:32"^^xsd:date . 
 
<http://www.mEducator2.net/Activities/Activity16> 
 a aair:Activity ; 
 aair:isRelatedTo [a aair:Activity; owl:sameAs     
  <http://www.mEducator2.net/Activities/Activity15>] ; 
 aair:ActivityActor [a aair:Actor; owl:sameAs  
      [a sioc:UserAccount;   
  owl:sameAs <http://www.mEducator2.net/Account/JohnSmith>] 
    ] ; 
 aair:ActivityVerb aair:Save ; 
 aair:ActivityObject  <http://www.mEducator2.net/Resources/resource123> ; 
 aairext:ActivitySession <http://www.mEducator2.net/Session/Session1> . 
 
<http://www.mEducator2.net/Resources/resource123>  
 a mdc:Resource owl:sameAs  aair:Object .  
  
<http://www.mEducator2.net/Activities/Activity17> 
 a aair:Activity ; 
 aair:ActivityActor [a aair:Actor; owl:sameAs  
      [a sioc:UserAccount;   
  owl:sameAs <http://www.mEducator2.net/Account/JohnSmith>] 
    ] ; 
 aair:ActivityVerb aair:Post ; 
 aair:ActivityObject  <http://www.mEducator2.net/Post/Comment1>  ;  
 aairext:ActivitySession <http://www.mEducator2.net/Session/Session2> . 
 
<http://www.mEducator2.net/Post/Comment1>  
 a aair:Comment owl:sameAs sioc:Comment ; 
 aair:Commenter <http://www.mEducator2.net/Account/JohnSmith> ; 
 aair:Content "Provides one of the best explanation of MRI functioning" ; 
 sioc:reply_of <http://www.mEducator2.net/Resources/resource123> . 
 
<http://www.mEducator2.net/Session/Session2> 
 a aairext:Session ; 
 aairext:hasPlatform  <http://www.mEducator2.net> ; 
 aairext:hasStartTime  "21/08/2010 18:15"^^xsd:date ; 
 aairext:hasEndTime "21/08/2010 18:42"^^xsd:date . 
 
<http://www.mEducator2.net/Account/JohnSmith> 
 a sioc:UserAccount ; 
 sioc:email_sha1 "f4d5b3eaaff75fa981e626a3492d9030cb15191d" . 
 
<http://www.mEducator2.net/Person/JohnSmith> 
 a foaf:Person ; 



 foaf:name "John Smith" ; 
 foaf:knows <http://www.mEducator2.net/Person/Ernest>  . 
 

Fig. 2 : Example of the Activity Monitor data, including social data and paradata 
generated during two sessions, and expressed as Linked Data (Turtle format). 

1.3 Summary 

The above approaches and applications point to a scenario where the first efforts and 
concrete demonstrations of the possibilites of bridging the Linked Data and the Social 
Web world are beginning to emerge.  Beyond the sketching of the potentialities, there 
is also some early evidence of the tangible benefits. In particular,  the early evalua-
tions that have been perfomed, although not necessarily in the TEL domain, consi-
stently show that the novel resulting data infrastructure can: alleviate the data sparsity 
problem, especially with respect to initial lack of data about new users and new items 
(the "cold start" problem) [41], lead to improvements in precision and recall with 
respect to simple collaborative filtering approaches [42] and in the general quality and 
value of the recommendations [38], as for example, in the coverage of user preferen-
ces [42]. Still it is also clear that targeted, task-dependent strategies are needed to 
leverage on this wealth of data since, as it is demonstrated in the case of  harnessing 
LOD evidence for profiling expertise and, accordingly, recommend experts [43].  
Whereas such strategies and task specific recommendation algorithms will be the 
object of future research, in the meantime some prior challenges related to fulfilling 
the vision of integrated social and linked data infrastructure are to be addressed, as 
pointed out in the next section. 

2 Conclusions - Open Challenges and Scenarios 

In the previous sections, we provided an overview of different efforts aiming at utilis-
ing Linked Data as well as social and user-centric data for recommender systems in 
TEL. While the accessibility of large-scale amounts of data is a foundation for TEL 
recommender systems, these efforts contribute to improvements in scope, quantity 
and quality of recommendations in TEL environments. This includes both TEL re-
commender systems in research, where data is required for evaluation and bench-
marking, as well as in practice, where data is a core requirement for offering suitable 
recommendations to users. 

There is still a range of shortcomings that need to be addressed. Social data is usu-
ally stored locally in the content management system of a single portal. Harvesting 
and aggregating such data from various learning object repositories will allow the 
generation of a social data cloud and will enable the provision of new services across 
multiple portals. For instance, more accurate recommendations can be generated by 
taking into account social data from more than one learning object repository or social 
environment, even non-TEL platforms. Collecting heterogeneous social data from 
different sources is not a trivial task and requires the adoption of efficient technolo-
gies and protocols. The main aspects that should be taken into account are therefore: 



 
Data quality & trust 
One fundamental issue in distributed data environment is related to diversity of qual-
ity, provenance and trustworthiness of data. While, for instance, the LD cloud has 
received a lot of attention due to its large quantities of data covering a wide variety of 
topics, take-up by data consumers is slow and usually focused on a small set of well-
established datasets [4]. This can be attributed to the varied quality of the datasets and 
hence, the lack of trust on the data consumer side. Therefore, assessment of data, 
better and more structured approaches towards labeling and cataloging data and the 
exhaustive provisioning of provenance information are crucial for enabling a wide-
spread take-up of distributed data. 
 
Licensing and privacy issues 
Licensing as well as privacy issues are related challenges which apply to educational 
resources metadata (licensing) and social data (privacy). Reuse of distributed datasets 
and exploitation by applications and data mashups have to consider and address the 
diversity of license models used by distributed datasets and the potential impact on 
any derived datasets. In addition, sharing of social and learner-centric data requires 
the consideration of privacy problems and how these can be addressed, in particular 
within distributed data environments such as the Web.  
 
Common schemas and vocabularies for social and attention data 
Platforms usually deploy proprietary schemas and vocabularies for representing 
learner activities and social information. Common schemas are important to manage 
and process social and attention data. Potential options for such a schema are CAM 
for paradata in combination with Organic.Edunet for social metadata. Although these 
seem to be promising and most feasible, it needs to be analysed how Organic.Edunet 
can be aligned to events stored in CAM. The Organic.Edunet partners are preparing a 
new release of their social data schema by the end of the year 2012 that will address 
this issue and provide required adjustments to link CAM to Organic.Edunet.  
 
Interoperability between different social & resource data formats 
Complementary to unified schemas and vocabularies, LD approaches to representa-
tion of social and attention data (Section 1) can further alleviate interoperability is-
sues. LD principles in particular provide standard query and interfacing mechanisms 
together with de-referencable URIs, which allows data consumers to easily interact 
with remote data repositories containing resource or social or activity data.    
 
Towards federated recommendation 
Very large, cloud-based data infrastructures like the one that Learning Registry is 
setting up for the US, are expected to provide a new perspective into the way that 
intelligent systems (in general) and socially-generated data-based services (in particu-
lar) will be developed [11][19]. Such global learning data infrastructures can help in 
scaling up the existing data-driven services, by allowing them to consume, process 
and use a rich variety of usage data streams, and thus enable novel forms of real time 



intelligence and cross-platform recommendations that can only become possible on 
extremely large data volumes. 

 
Future work, in particular in highly related projects such as LinkedUp and ODS will 
address these issues in order to enabling the widespread adoption of data – resource 
metadata as well as learner-centric and social data – by TEL environments.  
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